
 

The Reflation RugPull 
Introduction 
This document serves a few purposes.  

It allows me to put down, in detail, some themes I’ve been thinking about for the past few months, so I 
can see how wrong or right I was with these calls. Also, so it’s not stuck in my head and I don’t have to 
think about it anymore. 

For you, it (hopefully) provides some clarity with the macro landscape and the prevailing narratives in 
the market so you are prepared for when a cyclical shift in the market occurs. 

I do believe that price action is driven by a handful of narratives, and those narratives will shift once 
they get mature.  

And there is a current narrative of “reflation” that, I believe, is getting a little too far out past its skis. 

I’m not Nostradamus here, and this shouldn’t serve as a “paint by numbers” investment plan. Instead, 
I’m looking to match narratives to price action, and will ask how much further these narratives can push 
price without any kind of reversion. 

Don’t expect this to be some “analyst” letter from an i-bank, we’re going to deal with some black magic 
that won’t be super clear-cut. I’m not going to edit any of my thoughts, and there will be profanity. 

Disclaimer 
This  is for educational purposes only. I’m not your broker, and you should consult an investment advisor 
before making any decisions. You’re responsible for your own gains and losses. 

Consider the Environment 
2020 was a shitshow, both in the markets, the real economy, and the global political environment.  

This is the most true statement that we have right now, and we can use this to springboard against 
some themes that worked in 2020. 

First, consider the massive deleveraging that happened during the crash. Everything was taken to the 
woodshed. It wasn’t just a “stock” crash, it was an everything crash. 

Consider this move in long term bonds: 



 

There was a crash to the upside as the demand for safety skyrocketed, then there was a crash to the 
downside as leveraged risk-parity funds were forced sellers to cover their nasty losses in the market. 

Think about some of the other strategies that were absolutely blown out: 

- Short vol 
- Credit 
- Uncapped variance 
- Call overwriting 

Basically, anything that bet on reversion with size was obliterated.  

And that’s why I called for a “no retest” bottom on the markets. So many sellers were blown out that 
there was nobody left to sell, even as prices continued higher. 

Then you had the “deflationary” stocks that took hold. Most people call them “Work From Home” stocks 
but these tech companies act as a deflationary force in the economy and they responded in kind. 

I left seven figures on the table last year simply because I didn’t do the obvious thing. ZM was going to 
run, so was DOCU and TDOC.  

You also had the MAGA names continue to trend: 

- MSFT 
- AAPL 
- GOOGL 
- AMZN 
- FB 
- TSLA 

Collectively, these names make up about 50% of the market cap in the Nasdaq 100, and a sizeable 
weighting in the Dow and S&P 500. 

And that’s how you get a massive relative move in QQQ compared to smallcaps (IWM): 



 

The Russell 2000 has a little more sensitivity to the “real” economy compared to those tech companies, 
so it’s no surprise that this trade was incredibly crowded into March 2020. 

OK so all of this is old news, and those narratives have shifted a bit. What has changed since then? 

It was when Pfizer announced their ‘Rona vaccine. 

The ‘Rona Recovery 

 



 

The arrows on the charts show when the Pfizer news came out. Smallcaps finally decided to play catch 
up, and there was a MASSIVE gap in rates. 

Let’s talk about rates really quick. Depending on the prevailing narrative, rates can mean different 
things. Right now it’s the expectation of economic recovery.  

When TLT goes down, rates go up, and that signals higher inflation… not exactly inflation but just the 
potential to come out of this shitty deflationary vortex we’ve been seeing. 

And throughout the latter half of 2020, there wasn’t much response from rates due to a lack of US fiscal 
stimulus. The Federal Reserve was begging for more stimulative money, and they were more than 
willing to monetize it. I’m actually in this camp, never thought I would be so pro-spending but we 
dropped 1.5T into the markets and it didn’t even budge. 

But there were signs of the world coming out of the coronavirus shitshow. I’m very biased on this, as I 
believe government response was worse than the risks involved, and the data that continues to come 
out confirms my theory. 

The cure was worse than the disease. 

Ok where was I… the news of the PFE and MRNA vaccines were a surprise. The pundit class (who has 
been DEAD WRONG on everything) did not expect a vaccine to be developed so quickly, and I think that 
was also true of the financial class.  

You had a ton of institutions, who were deleveraged from the first half of 2020, thinking that they could 
“buy the dip” when the second COVID wave hit. Well, headed into the end of the year it showed they 
were naked when the tide went out, and they became “buy at any price” market participants. 

There are some other things to consider… there is currently a technological revolution going on in 
biotech, clean energy, and electric vehicles that will drastically improve the economy for the better. 

But again, technology is deflationary so that’s why we would see names like TSLA and NIO run but we 
weren’t seeing “risk on” action in bonds. 

That changed last month. 



Political Shenanigans 
Again, 2020 was a shitshow politically. It’s easy to blame Trump, but he was more a symptom than an 
overall cause of the environment we saw. 

After the November elections, it turned out that there would be two special elections in the Georgia 
senate race.  

It didn’t help the incumbents that they traded stocks during the pandemic, and it was a “double 
surprise” that led the Democrats to hold a supermajority in the Federal government. 

And now the Federal Reserve is getting what it needs—fiscal stimulus that is backed by their monetary 
policy. After doing nothing for a few months, rates started to breakout.  

 

At the time of me writing this, the 10 year yield sits at 1.169%.  

If I told you a couple years ago that we’d see equities at all time highs with a 10 year sub 2%, you’d 
probably laugh at me.  

But here we are. The deflationary vortex, driven by technological innovation and the shortest economic 
depression, has not mattered to stocks. 

So what’s the narrative now? 

“We’re getting out of this!” 

Many people are now thinking that the economy will begin to normalize, and that business as usual will 
start up again soon. 

(It already has in Florida, we’ve been unlocked for months, and it hasn’t mattered.) 

Due to economic and political pressure, some of the most stringent states are starting to unlock their 
economies. The last holdouts are the teacher’s unions, and they’re basically committing political 
seppuku right now. 



How Much Is Priced In? 
Ok so we’ve got the prevailing narrative of a recovery, and it’s now a widespread idea.  

Remember the phrase “buy the rumor, sell the news?” 

That’s where I think we sit right now.  

If you wanted to invest in the capital markets and bet on an economic recovery, you’re about 4 months 
too late. 

From the Pfizer vaccine gap, the Russell 2000 is up THIRTY SIX PERCENT. 

That’s over 30% in just about 3 months.  

This is where I start looking for fades. The narrative of an economic recovery is very obvious now. You’ve 
got a very aggressive vaccine rollout going on, state and city governments unlocking, fiscal stimulus that 
is backed by an elephant gun of money printing from the Fed. 

When all the good news gets priced in, then there’s no more perceived risk.  

If there’s no risk, then there’s no risk premium to get paid for owning stocks. 

Market Dislocations 
There are certain assets and price action that you can use to anchor on to judge risk appetite. 

The most recent one would be something like GME, where new market participants are causing 
squeezes in individual stocks. 

That’s nice but small in scope relative to the global macro landscape. 

I think that there are certain areas, specifically commodities, that have seen massive moves relative to 
historical precedent, and those are the most vulnerable once we get a “sell the news” event. 

We’ll get more into the news in a little bit, but first I just want to layout some assets to show you how 
quickly the shift can happen. 

 

Rates 
This where we want to start. Rates are the closest proxy to expected economic growth, and it still looks 
anemic. 

10 Year Futures  
The 10 year is just now getting back to levels from June 2020—if you recall the price action during that 
time, it was tied to a parabolic spike in airlines, cruise ships, and banks. We still have a “higher low” from 
the most recent drop that was a response to the GA special election.  



15-25 Year Futures 
 

 

ZB continues to trend down, and the market has sold off 7 days in a row—the longest streak we’ve seen 
in a decade, only matched by Sep 2014  and Apr 2016. 

The wild thing to me is how we really haven’t seen any kind of parabolic spike in rates—that would lead 
to a crash in ZB. The Feds dropped two rounds of massive stimulus but it’s not being reflected here. 

We can explain away reasons for it, but let’s just assume overall it’s in a downtrend. 

Ultras 
UB futures are the most extended relative to the Jan 6th lows out of the rest of them.  

 

 

The relationship to bond duration matters to banks and a few other parts of the economy. I’m not going 
to try and explain it in detail because I’ll probably get it wrong, but the general idea here is that the 
shape and steepness of the yield curve will help improve the results of banks. 



As an example, here was the yield curve when shit hit the fan back in March: 

 

 

And here’s the current shape of the curve: 

 

This feels like a “post-recovery” curve, where near term expectations of growth still suck, but the market 
is pricing in the possibility of sucking less as time goes on. 



This is the wild thing—we are at such a floor in terms of historical rates, that many think that there’s 
more room to run. It’s very possible of course, but I don’t place too much weight in that… not because 
of anything related to politics or pandemics, but because technology is accelerating at such a rate that 
the bond market has no clue what to do with all those deflationary pressures. 

Let’s move on to some other asset classes. 

Commodities 
This is where we are seeing some serious dislocations.  

As we’ve seen from the past decade, there’s no guarantee that monetary and fiscal stimulus will go to 
the real economy. Sometimes it gets stuck in certain asset classes, where you see a stagflation scenario 
as input costs rise but wages don’t.  

It won’t be that dire—I’ve seen about 15 “now hiring” signs in my town, and there are populist 
measures that will start to crank up demand on the lower end. 

That being said, these commodity prices will start to matter. If you’re Nike, and cotton prices skyrocket, 
then your margins go down.  

And if margins go down, then stock investors start to like you less. Nike will then have fewer buyers, and 
they in turn buy less cotton, which causes prices to downturn. 

Reflexivity 101. 

Let’s look at some areas that are HILARIOUSLY STRETCHED. 

Quick N.B. – parabolic markets can stretch further and faster than I expect so I’m not trying to “nail a 
top.” Just understand that as these prices crank up, it will have a serious effect in the real economy. 

Ag Prices 
One of the second (or third) order risks from the pandemic is that the global food supply chain is getting 
stretched. It’s not something talked about right now, but as these prices change you’ll start hearing 
about it… not necessarily in the US but in second and third world economies. 

Remember the Arab Spring and 2011 protests in Iran?  



 

It wasn’t just a fight for democracy—it’s that bread prices got too stinkin’ high. 



ZC 

 

Corn is up 72% in 40 weeks and is 33% above its 50 week moving average. 

ZS 
 



 

Soybeans up 61% in 40 weeks and 27% above the 50 week. 



ZW 

 

Not much going on in Wheat. I’m sure someone smarter than me can explain the why behind it. 

 

Energy Prices 
Again, input costs are a risk to the real economy, and while we aren’t seeing $140/bbl in crude, it has 
seen some serious movement over the past few months. 

CL 
Remember when delivery to Cushing broke the market? That’s why it’s not fair to look just at a 
percentage return because crude ended up trading in the single digits (haha). 



Still, crude futures are about 27% above their 50 week moving average, back at levels not seen since 
2011 and 2008. 

 



Emerging Markets 

 

Emerging markets have seen multiple bear markets for the past decade. Some of the “headwinds” have 
been related to countries owning too much dollar-denominated debt, and when the Fed was too 
aggressive tightening some of these countries took a massive hit.  

You won’t see it too much in EEM as it’s a bit more diversified, but if you go look at how the Turkish Lira 
and Argentinian Peso performed over the past few years, you can see how that kind of massive 
devaluation can be a risk. 

This can be a huge issue—if the Fed gets too aggressive and they have to tighten because they get 
spooked from inflation, it emerging market volatility will start to pick up. 

Currently, EEM is 21% above its 5 week, and 59% higher relative to February. It could use a break. 



Catalysts 
The reflation/recovery trade is now consensus on wall street, and I think the positioning is getting a little 
too aggressive. 

I could be wrong here, and many of these instruments are in uptrends, and uptrends tend to continue 
further and faster than I think, so it’s not a time to be a “blind bear” hoping for drops. 

Instead, what I want to focus on is how the narrative can shift before price action does, and that can 
give us some very real clues as to when the tide is starting to turn. 

Fed Policy 
As it stands right now, Fed policy is standing pat. They want to unload a ton of liquidity, and have been 
begging for stimulative action from the Feds. Which is fine, and I agree with as rates didn’t budge as the 
deficits exploded. 

Also, if you’re going to complain about deficits, you need to consider the financing costs of that overall 
debt. The US government can borrow sub 2%, and I think they should run that for a bit. 

There is a risk where the inflationary effects come into too hot, too fast. If the Fed changes their 
language in policy statements, that will be the first clue. They tried so hard to peg inflation at 2% for the 
past decade, and now they’re getting more aggressive. If they get spooked, that can tank the markets 
(again). 

Stimulus, Round Two 
This is the most near term news that we can work with. With the Democratic supermajority, they’re 
gonna spend. Even Senator Romney is getting into the game, with changes in EITC and economic 
assistance with poor kids. I think that is an elegant solution to a long term problem, so we’ll see. 

Politics aside, what I’m watching right now is how rates react to when the bill is passed. 

If bonds fail to selloff as another round of stimulus hits, that’s a MASSIVE signal, and I think will be a 
good countertrend setup in rates, commodities, banks, and smallcaps. 

Keep an eye out on that. 

Shifts in Sentiment and Relative Value 
This last thing is a little more squishy, but be on the lookout for how the news will shift away from 
coronavirus concerns to second and third order effects relating to this. 

Here’s a non-market example—the class divide in the US will drastically increase about a decade from 
now due to the fact that inner city kids have not received a proper education over the past year. This 
will absolutely lead to wage disparities and fluctuations in crime.  

I was adamant about this back in June 2020 that the evidence all pointed to in-school learning as a low 
risk, high-reward thing. And society will pay a dear price for that later, but that effect won’t be seen 
properly for years. 



More towards something related to the markets—food scarcity and geopolitical instability. The supply 
chain has a very real risk in second and third world countries, as well as the input costs for individual 
companies. 

As an example, if Coke (KO) has to buy corn to make corn syrup and they didn’t buy enough futures 
contracts to hedge price fluctuations, then their profit margins will go down. 

If this happens in aggregate, then those input costs will transfer to either output costs or profit margins. 
That’s how a “normal” business cycle happens, although we haven’t seen that in quite a while. 

Here’s an example of how that played out in 2007: 

 

So if we start to see names like XOM, FCX, X ripping while, say LULU having a multi-month bear market, 
that’s something to pay attention to. 

Oh wait, that’s happening right now. So pay attention.  



How To Trade It 
Analysis Vs. Trading 
I don’t like writing these notes too much because it can reinforce biases that can lead to larger losses 
and limited profits. My normal timeframe is at most a few months out, and this kind of mechanic can 
take a full year to develop.  

So as price action shifts, so will my trade strategies. 

Still, just a taste of some ideas you can work with. 

Trading companies with higher output costs as they selloff 
We could easily see consumer staples and “high moat” consumer companies take a hit as commodity 
prices take a hit. I think those dips can be buyable, and worth a look for put sales and covered calls on a 
longer term basis. 

There’s one more thing to consider with this idea, is that many of these names have dividends, and if 
rates rise they are less attractive on a risk-adjusted basis so they can selloff. That’s an opportunity. 

Think of “boring” names like KO, MCD, MO, and NSRGY 

Put Flys in Stock Index Options 
This trade hasn’t worked out for me very well over the past few months, but it’s still the best game in 
town. Straight up put buys are too expensive, so put flys keep your risk limited with a high reward 
payout. 

Call Flys in TLT 
If TLT stays low right before the signing of the US fiscal stimulus, you can go out and look at March 
upside call flys with the intent to fill the Jan 6th gap. I like the 19Mar 151/156/161 call fly. 

Long EEM Vol 
This one isn’t ready yet, but looking at longer dated vol buys (straddles and strangles) in emerging 
markets will be great if and when the Fed starts to tighten. It may not be now, it may be 6 months from 
now, but keep that in your back pocket. EEM and EWZ are my favorite traders in this space. 

 

That’s all I got for now, hope this helps! 

-- Steve 


